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Intuitive Dashboard

ActivTrak’s easy-to-read dashboard is designed to give 

you a high-level overview of the activity on all of your 

monitored devices. 

Real-Time Activity Monitoring

Observe and analyze activities as they are happening. 

When monitoring data in real time, it’s quicker and 

more convenient for administrators to gain insights 

into user activity.

Capture User Screens

See what’s going on from anywhere in the world.

Capture screenshots or videos from your remote

workstations no matter where they are.



Identify Risky Users

ActivTrak allows administrators to keep track of users 

who are a higher risk to unintentionally cause a breach. 

Using risk scoring, admins can assign a risk level to an 

alarm using a scale of 1 to 10, which signifies the amount 
of  risk connected to a certain behavior. These scores are 

then calculated for the user based on how many alarms 

they’ve  triggered. This can help administrators pinpoint 

users who may be exhibiting risky behaviors.

Comprehensive User 

Activity Reports

ActivTrak will tell you everything that happens on your 

monitored workstations, be it web, application or system 

usage, online or off. We document and organize this 
information into beautiful, useful, easy-to-read reports that 

highlight key data points. You can even drill down further 

into the data to better understand individual workflows.

Activity-Based Alarms

Alarms let you put your policy control on autopilot.  

They trigger when pre-defined conditions, such as  
accessing a certain website, are met. React

automatically with screenshots, videos, email

notifications to the account administrator, popup 
messages to device users or application termination

on the device that triggered the alarm.

USB Tracking Alerts

ActivTrak’s USB detection provides a way for you to set 

alarms whenever a USB is inserted, written to, or both. 

This provides companies with protection against insider 

threats.



Mobile App

The ActivTrak app makes employee monitoring 

on-the-go seamless. By downloading the native app 

from the Apple App store or the Google Play Store, 

you can view the same beautiful interactive usage 

reports you set from the web-based version on your 

desktop right in the palm of your hand. You’ll be able 

to access screenshots, a real-time activity feed,

a streamlined dashboard, and many of the useful 

features you access from web-based version.

Malicious Website Blocking

Some websites are notorious for tricking users into  

installing malware onto their computers, while others 

are just unsavory. Protect your network and devices 

by identifying and blocking any website from individual

users, groups, or everyone at once. Further protect

your devices by enabling termination alarms to restrict

application usage to only necessary applications.

Tailor-Made Settings

ActivTrak gives administrators flexibility when it comes
to things such as what is productive or unproductive, 

employee  grouping, employee aliases, and administrative 

privileges. This gives users the options to tailor their 

experience to their specific needs.

Monitor on a Schedule

Scheduled monitoring lets you tell ActivTrak when it 

should and shouldn’t be monitoring your assigned 

workstation. Now you can rest assured knowing you’re 

not collecting data outside your scheduled monitoring 

hours.



INTEGRATIONS

ADD-ON FEATURES

Don’t see what you’re looking for? Contact us! 

Raw Data Access

ActivTrak makes it easy to take the raw data collected 

and send it to your favorite BI tools. Build custom 

reports, push behavior data to your existing

infrastructure, and perform any query your heart

desires — all from a simple query interface.

Accurate Screenshot Flagging

The flagging service constantly interprets the 
content of screenshots to accurately label unsafe 

content into four categories of interest: adult, 

violence, medically graphic, and racy. Filter for 

all of the flagged screenshots at the click of a button.

Screenshot Redaction

The screenshot redaction feature provides 

Administrators with the option to prevent sensitive 

information from being seen in screenshots. This keeps 

sensitive information safe from leaving the office.

On-premises

Host ActivTrak on your own in-house infrastructure.

You control the security settings and hardware, we 

support the product. Ongoing support included.


